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From the Chief Economist 
 
Strong spending by the household sector and a lift in exports contributed to the 0.9% rise in GDP in the 
June quarter, taking year-ended growth to a very solid 3.6%. Two interest rate hikes in the quarter – and 
the promise of more, plus the rising cost of living – didn’t stop households from dining out and returning to 
the airports of Australia. Simultaneously, prices for major commodity exports continued to rise to new 
record highs, boosting national income. 
 
Easy monetary and fiscal conditions through COVID-19 lockdowns led to a strong jobs market and 
contributed to the 2.2 per cent rise in consumption in the quarter. Unemployment fell to a near 50-year-
low, as the workforce participation rate rose to a record high – meaning more Australians were bringing 
home a wage than ever before. Households were also willing to save less to partly fund the rise in 
consumption.  
 
We expect consumers will ultimately change their spending behaviours, especially as the majority of 
borrowers on fixed rate mortgages will roll-off very low rates over the next two years, and rates continue to 
rise. But there is some uncertainty in terms of the timing and magnitude of this change, which will largely 
depend on how aggressively the RBA acts in the face of stubborn inflation. 
 
In the business sector, very high commodity prices and extensive export capacity – built up over recent 
years – drove mining profits up 17 per cent in the June quarter. Profits in this industry now total more than 
all others combined. The agricultural industry also experienced strong price growth and export volumes, 
especially for wool, meat and cereal.  
 
Conditions for consumers and businesses are likely to be tougher in the second half of the year, as interest 
rates rise and commodity prices come off their peaks.  
 
Cherelle Murphy | EY Oceania Chief Economist   
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1. Economy grew strongly due to exports and household 

consumption 

 

2. Inflationary pressures continue to build, especially from 
international sources 
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3. High export prices supported the economy in nominal terms, 
but commodity prices have come off their highs  

 
4. A tight labour market is feeding into employee compensation 

more quickly than the wage price index suggests
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5. Growth in corporate profits has been driven by the mining 
sector

 
6. Consumer spending rises despite historically low confidence  
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7.  Households save less as they consume more services, but the 
savings rate is still elevated  

 

8. Healthcare spending and disaster payments decreased, but 
government spending remained elevated  
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9. Residential construction continues to moderate while house 
prices come off their highs

 
10. All services industries exceeded pre-pandemic levels for the 
first time 
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EY can help 
 
The future is uncertain, but the path there 
doesn’t need to be.  
 
EY Oceania Economics is an economic advisory 
practice specialising in applied quantitative 
analysis, combining the elements of Economics, 
Policy and Strategy to provide insights through 
modelling and data visualisation. 
 
We have a deep knowledge of the Australian 
economy and the business environment, offering 
a unique perspective in a rapidly changing world.   
 
We deliver:  
 

► Economic scenario modelling and 
economic impact assessments 
 

► Macroeconomic modelling and 
forecasting 
 

► Tailored Economic Insights 
 

► Bespoke economic models and tools 
 

► Deep labour market modelling capabilities 
 

► Economic Policy Development 
 

► Climate change modelling 
 
 
For our latest insights, visit  
www.ey.com/en_au/economics 
 

Key contacts 
 

 
Cherelle Murphy | Oceania Chief Economist | 
Director, EY Australia | Canberra 
cherelle.murphy@au.ey.com  
 

Steve Brown | Partner, EY Australia | 
Canberra 
steve.brown@au.ey.com 

Paula Gadsby | Senior Economist, 
EY Australia | Perth 
paula.gadsby@au.ey.com 
 

Charlotte Heck-Parsch | Senior Economist, 
EY Australia | Brisbane 
charlotte.heck-parsch@au.ey.com  
 

Bonnie Barker| Senior Economist,  
EY Australia | Sydney 
bonnie.barker@au.ey.com  
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 EY  |  Building a better working world 

EY exists to build a better working world, helping 
to create long-term value for clients, people and 
society and build trust in the capital markets. 

Enabled by data and technology, diverse EY 
teams in over 150 countries provide trust 
through assurance and help clients grow, 
transform and operate. 

Working across assurance, consulting, law, 
strategy, tax and transactions, EY teams ask 
better questions to find new answers for the 
complex issues facing our world today. 

EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of 
the member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is a 
separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company 
limited by guarantee, does not provide services to clients. Information 
about how EY collects and uses personal data and a description of the 
rights individuals have under data protection legislation are available 
via ey.com/privacy. EY member firms do not practice law where 
prohibited by local laws. For more information about our organization, 
please visit ey.com. 

© 2022 Ernst & Young, Australia 
All Rights Reserved. 

This communication provides general information which is current at the time of 
production. The information contained in this communication does not 
constitute advice and should not be relied on as such. Professional advice should 
be sought prior to any action being taken in reliance on any of the information. 
Ernst & Young disclaims all responsibility and liability (including, without 
limitation, for any direct or indirect or consequential costs, loss or damage or 
loss of profits) arising from anything done or omitted to be done by any party in 
reliance, whether wholly or partially, on any of the information. Any party that 
relies on the information does so at its own risk. Liability limited by a scheme 
approved under Professional Standards Legislation. 
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